
Goal:
Although Bedford 2030’s primary focus is on climate mitigation, adaptation will play a

crucial role in preserving the health and safety of our residents in the face of a new set of
climate-induced challenges to air quality, weather patterns, and compounding economic
inequalities. Bedford 2030’s environmental justice work aims to help residents adapt to these
challenges in a number of ways, illustrated by these quotes pulled from the environmental
justice page of our website:

“We are aiming to improve the health, safety and energy efficiency of Town rental units
through the Rental Building Performance Initiative. Our priority is upgrades in rental units
located in the NYSERDA designated Environmental Justice Community Area within the Town of
Bedford.”

- This initiative specifically is focused on implementing an inspection and
benchmarking law that targets rental units in Bedford. Bedford won funding from
NYSERDA to use for this law. Bedford has created a draft law, committee and
notified landlords of the impending passage of this law. The law will inspect
buildings and identify heating and cooling costs of buildings to help tenants
understand how rental units will affect their budget and adapt to increasing fossil
fuel costs and also hopefully spur landlords to make buildings more energy
efficient and help mitigate future climate change.

https://bedfordny.gov/the-building-health-and-performance-advisory-committee/

“We provide free resources to the community through our Take It Or Leave It Shed,
giving new life to previously unwanted household items.”

“We are campaigning for adding electric school buses to the local fleet to protect the
health and safety of our children.”

Bedford2030 has also launched the energy coach program in 2021 to help local
residents not only mitigate climate change but also adapt by making their homes more resilient
and less dependent on fossil fuels: https://bedford2030.org/energy-coach/

https://bedfordny.gov/the-building-health-and-performance-advisory-committee/
https://bedford2030.org/energy-coach/


Partners:
(From page 6 & 7 of the Bedford 3030 relaunch report)

Bedford 2030 is a grassroots organization that works with residents and organizations across
the community to gather a base of support. This is shown by the distribution of donations in the
images below.





Audience:
On page 7 of the 2020 Climate Action Plan we write “the Town of Bedford and Bedford

2030 will work together to engage and mobilize the entire community—residents, businesses,
schools, houses of worship and partners—in action. By doing so effectively, Bedford will also
provide a replicable model for other communities.” This indicated that the target audience is
members of our community, as well as those in neighboring communities who we hope will learn
from our example.

Methods of engagement:
We engage the community in our climate adaptation programs in the same ways that we
engage residents in climate mitigation efforts –– through public events, blog posts, and
social media outreach, and the publicization of our policy proposals such as the Rental
Building Performance Initiative.





Link to the environmental Justice page of the bedford 2030 website:
https://bedford2030.org/about/environmental-justice/

https://bedford2030.org/about/environmental-justice/

